
Institutional Distinctiveness 

  “Reach at those, so far, unreached” 

 

University strives to the spirit of service with advanced knowledge and smart and acknowledged 
skills to reach at those, so far, unreached for 3D social growth. 

Academic developments 

 University is established in economically and socially backward Marathwada region with 16 
schools and more than 350 affiliated colleges through quality curriculum and choice-based 
credit system across various disciplines.  

 Through a special coating schemes the percentage of passing national level GATE, NET, CSIR, 
PET, etc., examinations of this university is better than other state and national universities.  

 Through various awards like best teacher award, best researcher award, best alumni award 
etc, schemes faculty as well as scholars are encouraged. 

 In the University, various programmers for making of scientific temperament and 
disseminating the scientific ideas in the community through talks, observatory sessions (for 
seismology and astrophysics) and video conferencing are being organized.  

 A Centre for Foreign languages for French and Spanish has been recently established and it is 
functioning very much effectively. Various faculties participated and published in different 
national/international conferences.  

 Many faculties are on Marathi Wikipedia. Our teachers and scholars have done MOOC 
online courses and availed of distance education for advanced learning and training 
programs.  

 This university has active 15 distance education/learning programs at UG and PG levels 
under which 3941(2017-2018) scholars benefited.  
 

Scientific empowerments  

 Contribution of about 1200 publications from scholars and faculty in SCI indexed journals is 
appealing. 

 Through various funding agencies various schools received advanced software’s like SPSS, 
LUNIX CLUSTER, SEESAR, GAUSSIAN 16, GAUSSVIEW 6, and VASP etc. 

 Faculty of this university regularly visit for performing their research activities in various 
national international laboratories through university’s unique Research Semester Program 
on either personal collaboration or through University’s MOU. 

 Scholars of this university have joined for Erasmus fellow and also in 69thLindau Meeting in 
year 2018-2019. 

 University has also been appointed scientists of National/International recognition as 
Adjunct/Visiting Professor for excellence in teaching, research and extension.  

Financial aids 

 Because of remote and dry area in university jurisdiction most of the families are below 
poverty line so University is trying to support the scholars of this university through schemes 
like SHWAS and earn and learn.  



 Faculty of this university is mentioning the professional proficiency along with academic 
achievements and scientific temperament by submitting research projects, publishing 
quality journals articles and filing patents.  

 At Kinwat, funds including 5 acres land from local donor, of Rs. 15 crores from RUSA, 18 lack 
from university and 15.5 from TRTI, Pune are obtained. 

 University has established Uttamrao Rathod Tribal Development & Research Center at 
Kinwat Taluka 

 So far University received several sophisticated instruments through either different projects 
or as donation from laboratories/universities, academic items like note-books and also direct 
financial support form few social workers/trusts.  

 The University Grant Commission and Department of Science and Technology haveidentified 
this university in the past with special assistance programs like RUSSA, FIST, SAP, Women 
studies center and incubation center with substantial aids for up gradating infrastructural 
facilities.  

 Few of alumni are also supporting this university through either money or stationary 
donation and guiding scholars.  

 Scholars of this university are availing various fellowships like Rajiv Gandhi, Moulana Azad, 
Kotahri, SRT, JRF and Inspire etc. 

Social services  

 In this university arranging invited lectures of international scientists through 
national/international conferences, is a routine practice. Few plenary public lectures like 
Prof. Jayant Narlikar, Vandana Sonalkar, Sharmista Bhosale,  have also been organized 
effectively.  

 In addition to scientific activities plantation of 10000 trees and several in-house and outside 
cleaning campuses are also organized for knowing social responsibilities and awareness.  

Study centers 

 LIGO; One of the world's largest gravitational wave observatories is scheduled by 
Government of India at Aundha within University jurisdiction having one of the offices in the 
campus of this university. 

 A SGGS ADHYSAN SANKUL study center at University offers certificate courses for various 
disciplines. 

 DR. BABASAHEB AMBEDKAR ADHYSAN KENDRA at university provides a certificate course 
in additional to social programs. 

 In additional to workshops and guest lecturers WOMEN STUDIES CENTER offers a certificate 
course in purpose of gender equity with intake capacity 60 for any discipline under which so 
far 500 scholars benefited. 

 University has INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS CENTER through which so far more than 150 
scholars enrolled for their higher education.   

 A center at Tribal Zone with name Late. SHRI UTTAMRAO RATHOD TRIBAL 
DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH CENTER at Kinwat has been established for contributing 
to the development of local tribal community. New Model College at Hingoli is a part an 
extension. The University also has established its centers at Parbhani and Latur.  

 


